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Abstract—The mesh interconnection network has been preferred
by the Network-on-Chip (NoC) community due to its simple im-
plementation, high bandwidth and overall scalability. Most existing
mesh-based NoC designs operate the mesh at the same or lower
clock speed as the processing elements (PEs). Recently, a new source
synchronous ring-based NoC architecture has been proposed, which
runs significantly faster than the PEs and offers a significantly
higher bandwidth and lower communication latency. The authors
implement the NoC topology as a mesh of rings, which occupies
the same area as that of a mesh. In this work, we evaluate two
alternate source synchronous ring-based NoC topologies called the
ring of stars (ROS) and the spine with rings (SWR), which occupy
a much lower area, and are able to provide better performance
in terms of communication latency compared to a state of the art
mesh. In our proposed topologies, the clock and the data NoC are
routed in parallel, yielding a fast, synchronous, robust design. Our
design allows the PEs to extract a low jitter clock from the high
speed ring clock by division. The area and performance of these
ring-based NoC topologies is quantified. Experimental results on
synthetic traffic show that the new ring-based NoC designs can
provide significantly lower latency (upto 4.6×) compared to a state
of the art mesh. The proposed floorplan-friendly topologies use
fewer buffers (upto 50% less) and lower wire length (upto 64.3%
lower) compared to the mesh. Depending on the performance and
the area desired, a NoC designer can select among the topologies
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing number of PEs in chip multi-processors

(CMPs), the communication between the PEs has become a ma-

jor performance bottleneck. A packet switched paradigm called

the Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as the communication

subsystem of choice. Researchers have focused their attention

on key design aspects of NoCs such as topology [1], [2], [3],

global wire management [4], power optimization [5], flow con-

trol [6], [7] and routing [8], [9]. Regular topologies like the

mesh and torus are common due to their simple implementation,

high bandwidth and overall scalability. Other popular topologies

include the Ring [10], Fat Tree, 2D Flattened Butterfly [11]

and Octagon [12]. In all the above NoC architectures, design

decisions are made assuming that the NoC operates at the

same or lower clock speed as the PEs, which slows down the

communication subsystem.

Recently, resonant clocking techniques [13], [14], [15], [16]

have been demonstrated, providing ultra high-speed, low power,

stable on-chip clock generators. In [17], [18], the authors utilize

such a clock to develop a high-speed, source-synchronous ring-

based NoC architecture. The authors implement the NoC topol-

ogy as a Mesh of Rings (MOR). They report a NoC which runs

9× faster than the PEs [17]. Architectural results [18] obtained

on synthetic traffic demonstrate that the ring-based NoC has up

to 3.5× lower latency and up to 2.9× higher maximum sustained

injection rate compared with a state of the art mesh-based NoC.

However, the MOR consumes the same wiring and buffer area

as that of a state of the art mesh. In addition, the PEs operate

on a different clock than the NoC, and hence synchronizers are

required when the PEs and the ring-based NoC communicate

with each other.

In this work, we explore two alternate source synchronous

ring-based topologies called the ring of stars (ROS) and the

spine with rings (SWR) which consume much lower area than

the MOR or a state of the art mesh, and are able to provide

better performance in terms of communication latency compared

to a state of the art mesh. The ROS topology is constructed

by connecting multiple star networks in form of a ring. Each

star network is again constructed by connecting smaller star

networks. The smallest star network directly connects the PEs.

The SWR topology consists of concentric rings with a horizontal

and a vertical spine connecting all the rings. In both of the

proposed topologies, the data NoC is being routed parallel to a

clock ring, which is driven by a fast resonant clock. We use

standing wave resonant oscillators (SWOs) to implement the

clock rings. Any SWO ring is injection locked with other SWO

rings that intersect it using the technique described in [14], and

hence the entire NoC is synchronous. Our design allows the

PEs to extract a low jitter clock from the high speed ring clock

by division, thus making the PEs synchronous with the ring

clock. Hence we eliminate the need of synchronizers between

the PEs and the NoC (unlike [17], [18]). We evaluate the area

and performance of the two new ring-based NoC topologies and

compare them with a state of the art mesh and the MOR [18].

The key contributions of this paper are:

• We present two floorplan-friendly topologies for use in a

source-synchronous ring-based NoC, wherein the clock is

generated by a fast resonant SWO.

• The clock and data NoC are routed in parallel in our

proposed architectures yielding a fast, robust design.

• Our design allows the PEs to extract a low jitter clock

directly from the high speed ring clock by division. As a

result, the PEs are synchronous with the ring clock and hence

we avoid the need of synchronizers when the PEs and the

NoC communicate.

• The proposed topologies use fewer buffers (upto 50% less)

and lower wire length (upto 64.3% lower) compared to a state

of the art mesh, as well as the MOR [18].

• Architectural simulations on synthetic traffic show that our

proposed ring-based NoC topologies can provide significantly

lower latency (upto 4.6×) compared to a state of the art mesh.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
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scribes previous approaches in this area. Section III presents our

approach, while Section IV describes the experimental results

which we performed to validate our approach. We conclude in

Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

The NoC topology determines the way in which the PEs in

a CMP are connected to each other, and affects the bandwidth

and latency of the resulting communication network. In terms

of topology, the mesh [19] and torus [20] have received greatest

attention due to their regular and modular structure, making

them a popular choice. However, the mesh and torus topologies

suffer from a large communication radius, which results in large

amounts of interconnect and a large number of arbiters at the

N-S-E-W crossings, as well as high power consumption. The

Octagon [12] is a hierarchical network which consists of a basic

octagon unit having eight nodes and 12 bidirectional links. It

has a simpler implementation compared to the mesh, with a

higher throughput. Topologies like the 2D flattened butterfly [11]

and fat tree [21] provide dense connectivity compared to a

mesh, with the downside of the requirement for large-radix

routers and increased link area. A topology of concentric rings

(similar to a ring road in city) has been proposed in [10], which

reduces the risk of congestion in the central parts of the network.

Application-specific topologies [22] that can offer superior per-

formance while minimizing area and energy consumption have

been also proposed. In [23], the authors implement a simple yet

effective reconfigurable source-synchronous NoC, which can can

sustain a peak throughput of one word per cycle. There has been

also work on asynchronous mesh NoCs [24], which yield a 30-

50% gain in speed and a 5× reduction in power, at the cost of

3× more area compared to a synchronous mesh. In [25], the

authors have implemented a low-overhead asynchronous NoC,

which has significantly lower latency and competitive throughput

for mid-range injection rates, but suffers degradation at higher

injection rates. In [26], the authors have implemented a power-

efficient mesochronous NoC with no area and latency overhead.

In all the above implementations, design decisions were made

assuming that the NoC runs at the same or lower clock speed

than the PEs. In [17], the authors present a fast source syn-

chronous ring-based NoC architecture which runs significantly

faster (9×) than the PEs. We refer to their NoC topology as a

Mesh of Rings (MOR). Data is driven in a source-synchronous

manner along with a high speed resonant clock. This allows [17]

to achieve significantly higher bisection bandwidth with nar-

rower links (yielding a lower area and power for the same

bisection bandwidth). The significantly lower latencies allow the

NoC architecture of [17] to scale elegantly for larger CMPs.

The authors have validated their approach by means of thorough

circuit simulations. In [18], the authors focus on the architectural

aspects of the ring-based NoC, providing deadlock free routing

using link ordering and virtual channels. Architectural results

obtained on synthetic traffic demonstrate that the modified ring-

based NoC has up to 3.5× lower latency and up to 2.9× higher

maximum sustained injection rate compared with a state of the

art mesh-based NoC. However, in the above implementations,

the authors assume a separate clock distribution for the NoC and

the PEs, and focus on standard NoC topologies like the mesh

(of rings). In this paper, we propose a NoC architecture with

a unified synchronous clock distribution for the NoC and the

PEs. Hence, in our design, the PEs can extract a low jitter clock

directly from the high speed ring clock by division. Moreover,

since the PEs are synchronous with the ring clock, we avoid

the need of synchronizers while PEs and the NoC communi-

cate with each other. In addition, the ring-based NoC in [18]

utilizes the same wiring and buffer area as that of a traditional

mesh. In contrast, our two alternate source synchronous ring-

based topologies consume much lower area than the mesh or

MOR, and are able to provide better performance in terms of

communication latency compared to a state of the art mesh.

Our approach is based on the use of a very fast resonant

clock obtained using standing wave resonant oscillators [13].

Standing wave resonant oscillators (SWO) are a promising

technique to generate a high-frequency on-chip clock signal

with low power. In [14], the authors present a tiled SWO based

resonant grid for high frequency clock distribution. They show

how multiple SWOs can be connected such that they oscillate

with the same high frequency and phase (by injection locking).

The layout of individual SWOs is constructed carefully, to

ensure that the electrical environment around each SWO ring

is identical. We borrow the injection locking technique [14] to

synchronize multiple SWOs which intersect each other. We route

the NoC datapath parallel to the SWO ring clock distribution.

This enables the NoC routers to derive a high speed, low jitter

clock directly from the SWO. In addition, the PEs can extract

their clock from the ring by clock division. In this manner, the

PE and the NoC clocks are synchronous.

III. OUR APPROACH

In this section, we first discuss our approach towards the

resonant clock distribution used in our design. Next, we discuss

the router architecture used in our design. Finally, we talk about

the two alternate source synchronous ring-based topologies

followed by their corresponding deadlock-free routing. In the

following discussion, we assume a CMP with 64 PEs, for all

NoC topologies.

A. Resonant Clocking

Figure 1 shows a standing wave oscillator (SWO) [13]. A long

wiring ring is used and oscillations are sustained in this resonant

ring by using a cross coupled inverter pair, as shown in Figure 1.

The parasitic capacitanceC and the parasitic inductance L of ring

structure results in oscillation at a frequency 1

2π
√
LC

. A mobius

connection at the end of the ring ensures that the clock signal

at any point in the ring is sinusoidal and has the same phase

at all points along the ring. Differential amplifiers are used to

recover a square wave clock anywhere along the ring. Hence,

we obtain clock signals that have the same phase everywhere

along the ring. The reduced ring capacitance due to the use of a

single cross-coupled inverter pair increases the operating speed

and reduces power consumption as well. There is an AC null

(virtual ”zero”) point in the center of the ring and hence the

clock recovery is not performed around the null point.

In the various ring-based topologies that we propose in our

current work, we require clock rings of different length, that

oscillate at the same frequency. However, for an SWO, as we

increase the length of the clock ring, the frequency decreases,

since both the parasitic capacitance C and the parasitic induc-

tance L increase. The total phase change is λ/2 while traversing

the ring once for an SWO of perimeter p. If we increase the
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Fig. 2. Circuit Topology of a 3λ/2 SWO Ring

perimeter of the ring to k · p (where k is odd) and introduce a

total phase change of k ·λ/2 over a single traversal of the ring,

we obtain an SWO ring of larger perimeter, whose frequency

is the same as a ring with perimeter p and phase change λ/2.

Such an implementation requires p equally spaced inverter pairs,

and an odd number (typically one) of mobius connections. The

circuit configuration for a 3 · λ/2 ring is shown in Figure 2.

Now in order to ensure that the resonant structure bootstraps in

a standing wave configuration, the signals at the inverter pair

are initialized using a global bootstrap signal (labeled BS in

Figure 2). Two SWOs with different perimeters, oscillating at

the same frequency use injection locking (at the location where

their rings intersect) to ensure identical phase across both the

rings. Hence, we achieve a synchronous clock distribution across

the die. In our experiments, the ring which distributes the clock

is assumed to be laid out on Metal 8, with wires of width 1µm,

spacing 1µm and height 0.9µm. We generate a 14GHz clock for

the NoC. The required perimeter of the metal wire is 2.75mm

(corresponding to λ/2) For rings with perimeter greater than

2.75mm, we use a k ·λ/2 perimeter (where k is odd). The PEs can

extract their clock by division from the SWOs. The above design

suffers from a drawback that the clock provided to the PEs are

not phase locked to the external reference. However, this is fixed

by the observation that only IO PEs need a phase locked loop

(PLL) in order to establish off-chip communication. Hence the

IO PEs that oscillate at the same frequency can have a separate

PLL, and will require a synchronizer while communicating with

the NoC. The rest of PEs (which are not IO PEs) can derive their

clock from the SWOs by clock division.

B. Basic Router Architecture

The ring-based NoC topologies use two different types of

routers called Insertion Extraction Station (IES) and Junction

Station (JS). Each PE is connected to the ring-based NoC by

means of an IES, which allows it to insert/extract data into/from

the ring. A JS is placed wherever two or more rings intersect,

allowing flits to switch rings. The routers are implemented as a 3

stage pipelined virtual-channel router [18], supporting 6 virtual-

channels (VCs) per port. In the first pipeline stage (Buffer Write

(BW) + Route Compute (RC)), a flit arrives at the input port

and the output port is calculated. The arriving flits at the input

ports arbitrate for their corresponding output port in the second

pipeline stage (Output Port Allocation (OPA)). Flits from the

output port are driven out through the output link in the third

pipeline stage (Link Traversal (LT)).

C. The ROS Topology

1) Architecture: Figure 3 shows our proposed topology of

ring of stars (ROS). The smallest star network (level-1) connects

4 PEs and consists of 4 IES’ (circles) and 1 JS (square). A

level-2 star network is responsible for connecting 4 level-1 star

networks. Hence, a level-2 star network consists of 5 JS’. Finally,

we have a ring which connects 4 level-2 stars to provide full

connectivity for the 64-PE CMP. We highlight a portion of the

NoC around the JS in the left of Figure 3. The JS is present at the

intersection of two clock rings. The two intersecting clock rings

are injection locked and hence oscillate with the same frequency

and phase. We also show the five bidirectional links connected

to the JS responsible for carrying the data for the NoC. The JS

extracts a high speed, low jitter clock directly from these clock

rings.

level−1

In jection Lock

Clock Ring

NoC Link

Star

level−2

Star

JS

IES

Ring
JS

Fig. 3. ROS topology

2) Deadlock-free Routing: In [27], the authors prove that the

necessary and sufficient condition for deadlock-free routing is

the absence of cycles in the channel dependency graph. A star-

topology by construction is acyclic. However, as we introduce

a ring to connect multiple stars, we introduce cycles in the

channel dependency graph. We visualize the ROS as a 2× 2

mesh with a star network rooted at each of the four mesh nodes.

The routing in each of the star network is deadlock free (since

the star network is acyclic). We establish a deadlock free route

in the mesh, using dimension-ordered routing (DOR)-XY. This

achieves a deadlock free route for the entire ROS.

D. The SWR Topology

1) Architecture: Figure 4 shows our proposed topology of

spine with rings (SWR). The topology consist of 4 concentric

rings with a vertical and horizontal spine connecting the rings.

The innermost ring is the smallest ring and connects only 4 PEs

at the center. The outermost ring is the largest and connects 28

PEs which are present the periphery of the CMP. One vertical

and one horizontal spine connects these rings to provide full

connectivity for the 64-PE CMP. IES’s in Figure 4 are shown



as circles, while JS’ are shown as squares. A portion of the

NoC around the JS is highlighted in the left of Figure 4. The

two intersecting clock rings at the JS are injection locked, and

hence oscillate with the same frequency and phase. We also show

the four bidirectional links connected to the JS, responsible for

carrying the data for the NoC. The JS extracts a high speed, low

jitter clock directly from these clock rings.
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Clock Ring

In jection Lock
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Fig. 4. SWR topology

2) Deadlock-free Routing: The SWR is composed of 4 con-

centric rings and a vertical and a horizontal spine connecting

the concentric rings. Clearly the SWR has cycles in the channel

dependency graph. Each router (IES and JS) in our design

supports 6 virtual channels. We construct two virtual networks

with the help of these 6 virtual channels. Three of the virtual

channels are reserved for flits which travel from an outer ring to

an inner ring. The other half of the virtual channels is reserved

for flits travelling from an inner ring to outer ring. Hence the

flits of these two virtual networks do not share resources and

do not create a cycle in the channel dependency graph. This

achieves a deadlock free route for SWR.

We compare the above ring-based NoC topologies in terms of

area, average communication latency and maximum number of

flits delivered. In addition, we analyze the average link utilization

(theoretical and experimental) of the links in the ring-based

NoCs, which provides an insight to the maximum injection rate

sustainable by a NoC structure, and allows us to debug the

link(s) that are responsible for congestion.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Evaluation Platform

We use a modified version of GEM5 [28] for cycle-accurate

micro-architectural NoC simulations. For all topologies, we

simulate a network with 64 PEs. Each PE tile is assumed to

be 1.229mm× 1.229mm (using the estimates of [17]). The link

width in any direction is assumed to be 18 bytes. The routers

(IES’ and JS’) operate at 14 GHz and can drive a maximum

link length of 0.615mm. For links greater than 0.615mm, we

insert repeater(s) to ensure that largest link driven is 0.615mm.

We assume a clock frequency of 2 GHz for the PEs and a

clock frequency of 14 GHz for the various ring-based NoC

designs. We assume a single flit packet of 18 bytes. Each of the

routers (IES’ and JS’) support 6 virtual channels. We compare

our architectural results with a state of the art mesh with virtual

channel buffered flow control [29]. The mesh operates at 2 GHz.

The routers in the mesh are 3-stage pipelined supporting 6 virtual

channels and perform a dimension-ordered (DOR)-XY routing.

Figure 5 shows the cross section of the wiring used in

implementing the SWO rings. The clock wires are implemented

in METAL9, and are shielded on either side, as well as above

and below, by grounded wires.
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Fig. 5. Cross section of Wires in any H-tree Segment

B. Area Comparison

Table I reports the number of links, wire length, the total

number of input ports and the total number of buffers across

all the routers for the MOR [18], ROS, SWR and mesh [29]

topologies. The first column is intended to provide a coarse

measure of connectivity. Note that the links reported in Column

1 are not all of the same length. Hence, we report the total wire

length of all the links in the second column. The buffers were

shown to occupy 75% of the total on-chip network area [30]

in the TRIPS chip and hence we use them as an indicator of

the global logic area requirement. Note that since each router

supports 6 virtual channels, the number of buffers is six times

the number of ports.

Topology Number of Links Wire Length (mm) Number of ports Number of buffers

MOR [18] 112 275.30 288 1728

ROS 84 206.10 168 1008

SWR 92 98.32 144 864

Mesh [29] 112 275.30 288 1728

TABLE I

AREA COMPARISON FOR VARIOUS NOC TOPOLOGY

Clearly the MOR and the mesh have the longest wire length

and the highest number of buffers. The ROS and SWR have

25.2% and 64.3% lower wire length respectively compared to

the mesh. Moreover, the ROS and the SWR have 41.7% and 50%

fewer buffers respectively, compared to the mesh. In the rest of

this section, we show that our ROS and SWR topologies leverage

the benefit of a high speed NoC by reducing the wiring length

and the number of buffers and still provide lower communication

latency compared to a state of the art mesh.

C. Link Utilization

In this section, we analyze the utilization of the various

links for different ring-based NoC designs. Figure 6 shows the

histogram of the analytical and experimental link utilization for

the ROS and SWR topologies. For analytical link utilization, we

assume that each link is able to provide an unlimited bandwidth

to the incoming flits. For experimental link utilization, the PEs

inject traffic uniformly and the injection rate is chosen to ensure

that the corresponding network does not saturate. The injection

rates used for both ROS and SWR were 0.35. The same injection

rate was used for the analytical experiment as well. For the ROS

topology, the level-1 star networks have the lowest utilization

since each of them serves only 4 PEs. The utilization increases



for the level-2 star network which serves 16 PEs. Finally, the

ring which connects four level-2 star networks has the highest

utilization. For the SWR topology, all the links present in

the concentric rings have same utilization due to symmetry.

However, the spines which are responsible for connecting all the

concentric rings have the highest link utilization. From Figure 6,

we observe that there is a very close resemblance between the

analytical and the experimental link utilization. Ideally, we prefer

a link utilization distribution that is uniform across all the links.

For a ROS topology, the link utilization is non-uniform due

to its hierarchical topology. For the SWR topology, the link

utilization is uniform across all the links in the concentric rings

but is highest for the links in the spine connecting the rings.

The above study provides an insight to the network load of

each topology and also gives an indication about the maximum

sustained injection rate. The results of the above experiment

can allow the NoC designer to determine which links need to

be widened, and thereby fine-tune the performance verses the

area trade off.
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Fig. 6. Link Utilization

D. Architectural Simulations

We compare the performance of different ring-based NoC

designs along with a state of the art mesh by running synthetic

traffic (uniform, tornado and bit-complement) through these

NoCs. Figure 7 presents the latency (in terms of PE cycles) as

a function of flit injection rate. Figure 8 provides the number of

flits delivered over 10K PE cycles as a function of flit injection

rate for the corresponding traffic patterns. For uniform traffic,

we observe that MOR, ROS and SWR provide on average 3.6×,

3.9× and 2.3× lower latency compared to a mesh. Moreover,

from Figure 8, we observe that MOR, ROS and SWR can sustain

an injection rate of 1.1, 0.42 and 0.36 respectively in comparison

to 0.38 for the mesh.

We summarize the data of Figure 7 and Figure 8 (normalized

to the mesh [29]) in Table II and Table III respectively. The

maximum number of flits delivered over 10K PE cycles for

MOR, ROS and SWR are 5.5×, 1.2× and 1.9× compared to the

mesh as reported in Table III. The fact that the ring-based NoC

designs run significantly faster than the mesh (by 7×) contributes

to these improvements.

For tornado traffic, we observe that MOR, ROS and SWR

provide on average 3×, 3× and 1.7× lower latency compared

to a mesh and can sustain an injection rate of 0.85, 0.38 and 0.2

respectively in comparison to 0.35 for the mesh. The maximum

number of flits delivered over 10K PE cycles for MOR, ROS and

SWR are 6.6×, 1.8× and 1.6× compared to the mesh as reported

in Table III. Finally, for bit-complement traffic, we observe that

MOR, ROS and SWR provide on average 3.7×, 4.6× and 3×
lower latency compared to a mesh and can sustain an injection

rate of 0.66, 0.23 and 0.2 respectively in comparison to 0.23

for the mesh. The maximum number of flits delivered over 10K

PE cycles for MOR, ROS and SWR are 3.8×, 1.1× and 1.9×
compared to the mesh as reported in Table III.

Clearly, the MOR has the best performance in terms of the

latency and the maximum sustained injection rate. However, we

also observe that the ROS and the SWR provide a better latency

(with a minimum of 1.7× better) for all synthetic patterns in

comparison to a state of the art mesh. ROS is able to sustain the

same or better injection rate as that of the mesh across all syn-

thetic traffic patterns. However, SWR sustains a lower injection

rate than that of the mesh across all synthetic traffic patterns.

In the SWR, as suggested by the link utilization discussion, the

spine becomes the throughput bottleneck at higher injection rate.

Both the SWR and ROS topologies use fewer buffers (upto 50%

less) and lower wire length (upto 64.3% lower) compared to the

mesh, and therefore are significant improvements over the state

of the art in this respect. Figure 8 indicates that both MOR and

ROS are able to deliver a larger number of flits as the mesh, but

with a significantly lower latency and area utilization.

Topology Uniform Tornado Bit-Complement

Mesh [29] 1 1 1

MOR [18] 1/3.6 1/3 1/3.7

ROS 1/3.9 1/3 1/4.6

SWR 1/2.3 1/1.7 1/3

TABLE II

LATENCY COMPARISON

Topology Uniform Tornado Bit-Complement

Mesh [29] 1 1 1

MOR [18] 5.5 6.6 3.8

ROS 1.2 1.8 1.1

SWR 1.9 1.6 1.9

TABLE III

MAXIMUM FLITS DELIVERED COMPARISON

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we evaluate two new floorplan-friendly source

synchronous ring-based NoC topologies which consume much

lower area and are able to provide better performance in terms of

communication latency compared to a state of the art mesh. In

our proposed topologies, the clock and the data NoC are routed

in parallel, yielding a fast, robust design. Our design allows the

PEs to extract a low jitter clock from the high speed ring clock

by clock division. The area and performance of these ring-based

NoC topologies is quantified. Experimental results on synthetic

traffic show that the new ring-based NoC designs can provide

significantly lower latency (upto 4.6×) compared to a state of the

art mesh. The proposed topologies use fewer buffers (upto 50%

less) and lower wire length (upto 64.3% lower) compared to a
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Fig. 7. Latency Comparison
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mesh. The proposed ROS topology is able to sustain the same

or better injection rate as that of the mesh across all synthetic

traffic patterns. However, the SWR topology sustains a lower

injection rate for all synthetic traffic patterns compared to the

mesh, but has a significantly lower latency.
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